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Abstract: To design molecular spin qubits with enhanced
quantum coherence, a control of the coupling between the
local vibrations and the spin states is crucial, which could be
realized in principle by engineering molecular structures via
coordination chemistry. To this end, understanding the
underlying structural factors that govern the spin relaxation is
a central topic. Here, we report the investigation of the spin
dynamics in a series of chemically designed europium(II)-
based endohedral metallofullerenes (EMFs). By introducing a
unique structural difference, i. e. metal-cage binding site,
while keeping other molecular parameters constant between
different complexes, these manifest the key role of the three
low-energy metal-displacing vibrations in mediating the spin-
lattice relaxation times (T1). The temperature dependence of
T1 can thus be normalized by the frequencies of these low
energy vibrations to show an unprecedentedly universal
behavior for EMFs in frozen CS2 solution. Our theoretical
analysis indicates that this structural difference determines
not only the vibrational rigidity but also spin-vibration
coupling in these EMF-based qubit candidates.
Introduction
Electronic spins promise a yet untapped potential as nanoscale
memories, both as classical bits[1] and as quantum bits (spin
qubits).[2] The role of chemistry to overcome this interdiscipli-
nary challenge is to offer design strategies from a bottom-up
approach.[3] This requires both chemical control to come up
with synthetic routes towards the desired structures and
physical insights to define the goals. In the case of spin qubits,
one of the main challenges on our path is quantum
decoherence:[4] the loss of quantum information that in
chemical terms can be seen simply as relaxation, which is often
characterized by pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
and allows us to obtain information on the spin-lattice (T1) and
spin-spin (T2, measured as phase memory time Tm) relaxation
times. Chemical strategies to extend T2 include the design of
molecular architectures that are free from nuclear spins,[5]
dilution within a diamagnetic matrix,[6] or choosing a crystal
field Hamiltonian which allows for “atomic clock transitions”,
that in turn protect the spin states from magnetic noise.[7]
However, a necessary condition for a long T2 is a long T1; in
simple terms, preserving quantum information is only possible
if the classical memory is also preserved. In practice, this means
designing molecules where the spin states are protected from
vibrations, and a great deal of effort has been invested in this.[8]
A major challenge in these investigations is to find a chemical
platform in which controlled changes can be introduced with
the aim of varying the relevant parameters at will.
Magnetic fullerenes, which have been characterized as
molecular spin qubits,[9] are exceptional model systems in this
context due to their beautiful chemical and structural simplicity.
Among these, endohedral metallofullerenes (EMFs) offer the
possibility of including entrapped magnetic ions,[10] which
occupy specific positions in the carbon cage and have distinct
coordination environments thanks to the structural diversity
offered by the cages and the availability of binding sites. The
nature and geometry of the binding sites are chosen from a
small set since these nanostructures are entirely composed of
carbon atoms forming hexagons and pentagons. Moreover, this
extraordinary simplicity even extends to the vibrational modes:
monometallofullerene M@C2n (M=Eu, Y, La, Ce, Gd) has been
reported to exhibit a vibrational spectrum where the three
relative motions between metal ion and carbon cage show the
lowest frequencies compared with all other cage distortions.[11]
The low-frequency vibrations are predicted recently to facilitate
the relaxation of magnetization for clusterfullerene DyM2N@C80
and Dy2MN@C80 (M=Sc, Lu) single-molecule magnets.
[12] To
probe how metal-cage binding influences the magnetic proper-
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ties of EMFs, intermolecular interactions should be effectively
quenched; otherwise, the different shapes of the cages may
play a role by governing their packing. Thus, isolating EMF
molecules from each other using a fairly rigid and simple
solvent like CS2, which is also very poor in nuclear spins, would
make this system close to a gas-phase ideal situation. This lays
out a perfect scenario for a systematic study. Note that in this
work we will be working on diluted samples and not be
considering the role of spin-spin interaction.
In the present work we investigate the role of vibrations in
the relationship between molecular structure and thermally-
activated spin relaxation. Towards this end, divalent europium
ion with a 4f7 electronic configuration is an excellent candidate
due to (i) its well-isolated ground spin multiplet S =7/2 and (ii)
closed-shell structure of its hosting carbon cage, leading to the
simplest possible spin Hamiltonian. Here, we report four novel
spin qubits based on divalent monoeuropium EMFs using a
combination of experimental and theoretical characterization
techniques, including density functional theory (DFT) to model
molecular vibrations, pulsed EPR to study the spin dynamics,
and complete active space self-consistent field theory (CASSCF)
to model the evolution of the spin energy levels along with
vibrational distortions.
Results and Discussion
Structural and vibrational analysis
A total of 10 Eu@C2n (2n=74–90) were synthesized and purified
according to the conventional procedure,[13] and characterized
by laser desorption time-of-flight (LD-TOF) mass spectroscopy
and vis-near-infrared (Vis-NIR) absorption (see experimental
section and Supporting Information). As is typical for EMFs,
while the structures consist in pentagons and hexagons, the
overall geometry presents in most cases a low symmetry, and
the metal ion – having ample room inside the carbon cage – is
attached to a wall; in particular, it is bonded to a specific site
that varies from case to case and depends non-trivially on the
structure of the carbon cage.[13,14] Accordingly, four typical
binding sites, namely of types: “hexagon”, “acephenalene”,
“pyracylene” and “fused pentagons”, can be classified for all
Eu@C2n molecules (Figure 1a). Note that in acephenalene type,
the metal ion is closer to the pentagon-hexagon-hexagon
junction.[14c] As representative molecules we chose Eu@C84-
C2(13) (1), Eu@C82-Cs(6) (2), Eu@C74-D3h(5) (3) and Eu@C76-
C2v(19138) (4), respectively. However, this study is focused on 1,
2 and 3 since 4 was not obtained due to its low yield. In the
spin dynamic studies discussed later, Eu@C80-C2v (3’) is also
included, which possesses the same pyracylene binding site as
for 3. DFT optimized structures of Eu@C2n molecules are
depicted in Figure 1a and Figures S2.1-2.4. A detailed discussion
of our assumptions concerning a unique binding site for each
EMF is presented in Supporting Information 2–1.
Let us for the moment set aside the difference between
these four classes of EMFs and focus on what they have in
common. DFT calculations on all Eu@C2n molecules showed that
the three vibrational modes with the lowest frequencies
consistently correspond to displacements of the metal ion
relative to the carbon cage along x-, y- and z- directions
(Figure 1a and b). Since we are taking the z axis as the one
defined along the contact between the surface of the carbon
cage and the metal ion, we will refer to the z distortion as
“longitudinal” and to the x and y distortions as “lateral”. Lateral
distortions are the softest (ν<70 cm  1) and purely involve a
movement of the metal ion along the inner wall of the carbon
cage. In contrast, longitudinal distortions strain the interaction
between the metal and the cage and, as a result, they are
slightly stiffer (ν�125 cm  1). These vibrational modes also
involve a slight distortion of the carbon cage, in the sense that
the binding site is “tugged down” by the metal ion as it moves
away from the surface. All the other vibrational modes are
Figure 1. a) Top views of the optimized molecular structures of 1, 2, 3 and 4. Color code: light blue, Eu; grey, C. The binding sites are highlighted in red. The
inset indicates that the first three vibrational modes feature metal-to-cage motions along x-, y- (lateral) and z-directions (longitudinal). b) Calculated vibrational
energy levels for 1 and 3 below 300 cm  1. Black indicate cage-dependent vibrations. c) Correlations between averaged p-orbital axis vector (POAV) of binding
sites with averaged frequencies nk (k =1–3) of the three metal-displacing vibrations (left axis, solid symbols), and with metal-cage delocalization indices δ(Eu,
cage) (right axis, open symbols). The linear fits are shown as dashed lines. POAV angle of hexagon is determined as the average value of the six carbon atoms.
The other three structures adopt the average of the two nearest carbon atoms. δ(Eu, cage) is determined as the sum of all δ(Eu, C) values. The labelling is
according to the four binding sites as hexagon (black), acephenalene (green), pyracylene (red) and fused pentagons (blue). The insets show their schematic
diagrams.
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purely cage distortions (Figure S2.6) with higher frequencies
(ν>210 cm  1, Table S2–6). In all of these, the relative position
of the metal ion and its nearest neighbors is kept approximately
constant, as evidenced by the reduced masses of these modes
being very close to 12 u.m.a.q. Thus, our working hypothesis is
that only lateral and longitudinal vibrational modes are
significantly coupled with the energies of the spin states in
Eu2+, not only because these are the only ones that significantly
alter the coordination environment of Eu2+, but also because
they are the ones that can be thermally populated at relatively
low temperatures.
To quantify the chemical and structural differences between
the four classes of binding sites, we employed the delocaliza-
tion index δ(Eu,cage), which parameterizes the number of the
shared electron pairs between the Eu2+ ion and the carbon
cage,[15] and the p-orbital axis vector (POAV) pyramidalization
angle, which is a purely structural parameter that represents
the curvature of a conjugated system, accounting for the
deviation extent of a carbon atom from ideally planar sp2
hybridization.[16] It is interesting to plot these two parameters
against each other and to use them as backdrop to understand
the evolution of the averaged vibrational frequency nk = (ν1+ν2
+ν3)/3 (Figure 1c). The parallel evolution of the three parame-
ters evidences the direct relation between structure, bond
strength and vibrational stiffness. It is also easy to conclude in
this analysis that 1 and 2 are very similar to each other, whereas
3 and 4 present progressively more curved binding sites,
stronger bonds and stiffer vibrations. The key here to classify
the binding structures is the pentagon in the coordination
environment, as it is at the origin of curvature in spherical
carbon architectures. Indeed, the maximum pentagon separa-
tion rule governs the structural stability of EMFs and the local
motifs, with the curvature induced by neighboring pentagons,
preferentially accept electrons from the internal metal.[17] Thus,
“fused pentagons” and “pyracylene” binding sites lead to strong
metal-cage interaction and concomitantly rigid vibrations,
whereas flatter motifs such as “hexagon” and “acephenalene”
result in a weaker bonding of the carbon cage to the metal ion,
enhancing its mobility.
EPR studies
Eu2+ is isolectronic to Gd3+, meaning it has a 4f7 electronic
configuration, with an 8S7/2 ground term. The degeneracy is
broken by mixing with excited states, which can be charac-










Þ þ gisomBBbS (1)
where the first two terms are the second order axial and
rhombic ZFS of the spin multiplet, D and E, and the last term
represents the Zeeman effect.[18]
We employed X-band continuous-wave (CW) EPR spectro-
scopy in frozen CS2 solution and in the magnetic field range of
0–12000 G to estimate D and E in 1, 2 and 3. The fits allow
reasonable reproductions of the powder spectra (Figure 2).
These results are confirmed by pulsed EPR measurements,
employing the standard Hahn echo sequence (π/2-τ-π-τ-echo)
to record the echo-detected field-sweep (EDFS) spectra. The
combination of both techniques allows us to identify the peaks
and fields at which to perform further spin dynamics inves-
tigations. The calculated spin energy level schemes are similar
in 1 and 2, as a result from their similar values of D�0.28 cm  1,
whereas for 3 we recover a much smaller value D=0.13 cm  1.
The same D and E parameters were reported before for 2 and
3.[18a] Although they are larger than those of some Gd(III)-based
compounds, such as GdW30 (D =0.043 cm
  1)[18b] and Gd2@C79N
(D =0.033 cm  1),[19] comparable D values were determined in
derivatized Gd@C82(morpholine)n with n=5, 7, 9 and D values
ranging from 0.22 cm  1 to 0.31 cm  1.[20] We focus on D and E in
our work for each complex since the higher-order tensors are
comparably much smaller and the definitions of ZFS and spin-
vibration coupling would be simpler as discussed later.
We proceeded to study relaxation dynamics via pulsed EPR
(see Figure 3). Let us start by describing the evolution of T1 as a
function of the studied molecule, the chosen peak within that
molecule, and the temperature. One can immediately appre-
ciate that within each system there is no substantial depend-
ence on the studied peak, meaning transitions involving differ-
ent spin energy levels relax at similar rates. In contrast, there is
a stark temperature dependence, and also a marked difference
between what are apparently two kinds of systems: in one
category, 1 and 2, with softer binding sites, and in a second
category 3 and 3’, with more rigid pyracylene binding site.
Among the different models that we employed (Figure S3.14),
the best fits are obtained in Figure 3a assuming a Raman
process: T1=C
  1T  n, where n =3 for both categories.
For the soft binding sites, we obtain C=9.1(3)×10  4 μs
  1K  3 and the fit is valid for all the studied temperature range,
whereas for the rigid binding site C=1.5(1)×10  4 μs   1K  3 but
the fit is only acceptable down to 6 K. This Raman-type
relaxation has already been observed in nearly isotropic
systems, namely a 4 f single-ion qubit[21] and a spin-1/2
system.[8g] A remarkable insight can be extracted when the
temperatures of each experiment are normalized by the
averaged reciprocal vibrational frequencies of the studied
molecule (Figure 3a, inset). This normalization gives rise to a
dimensionless number that qualitatively informs us about the
expected population of vibrational states. This practically results
in an overlap of all the experimental points that correspond to
the Raman mechanism, manifesting that the temperature
dependence of T1 is primarily related to the vibrational rigidity.
It emerges from this analysis that the low energy vibrations are
indeed important in mediating spin-lattice relaxation, which is
in line with the observations for vanadium(IV)-based qubits.[22]
Further, the frequency normalization approach may also be
extended to this system, where the key low energy vibrations
are well determined for analogous structures.[23]
As far as Tm is concerned, we observe that molecules 3 and 3’,
with rigid pyracylene binding sites, exhibit larger Tm values than 1,
2 (Figure 3b) and a larger dispersion among different magnetic
fields than for T1. No obvious conclusion can be extracted from
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this observation, other than the fact that T1 and Tm converge at
higher temperatures, as is common in high-spin systems.[19,24] This
suggests that instead of nuclear spin diffusion, Tm is limited by T1
and consequently, the spin echo signal of the studied samples
Figure 2. a) X-band CW-EPR spectra recorded at 4 K of 1 (black), 2 (green) and 3 (red). The powder simulation lines are plotted in blue with the different ZFS
parameters for 1 (D =0.28 cm  1 and E =0.018 cm  1), 2 (D=0.29 cm  1 and E =0.0025 cm  1) and 3 (D =0.13 cm  1 and E =0.013 cm  1; a higher-order term
B04bO
0
4 is also included in Equation (1), where bO
0
4 is the extended Stevens operator and B
0
4 =   1.5×10
  5 cm  1). An isotropic g factor of giso =1.99 and a ZFS strain
(StrD =0.006 cm
  1 and StrE =0.003 cm
  1) accounting for inhomogeneous broadening are applied for all molecules. b) Echo-detected field-sweep spectra of 1, 2
and 3 at 3.3 K. The blue lines represent the simulations of absorption spectra based on the same parameters extracted from CW fittings. The inset symbols
indicate the transitions at different magnetic fields, which are further investigated for the spin dynamics. c) Zeeman splitting for the S =7/2 spin of 1, 2 and 3
when the magnetic field is parallel to z-axis of the ZFS tensor (the splitting of x- and y-directions are illustrated in Figure S3.2). The blue circles show the
positions of the transitions with 9.75 GHz microwave photons. The insets illustrate their binding sites.
Figure 3. a) Temperature dependences of T1 and b) Tm of 1, 2, 3 and 3’ in CS2 solution, showing with the same range of relaxation time and temperature. The
inset diagrams display the three binding sites of pyracylene (3 and 3’, red), acephenalene (2, green) and hexagon (1, black). The symbols correspond to the
peaks in EDFS spectra at different magnetic fields in Figure 2. The dashed lines in a) are Raman-type fits (see text). The inset figure in a) shows the frequency-
normalized T1-temperature dependence, which is achieved through multiplying temperature by the averaged reciprocal frequencies (1=nk , k =1–3) of the first
three vibrational modes. The unit of frequency is converted to K to obtain a dimensionless normalized temperature (K/K).
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disappears above 15 K. In terms of actual numbers, below 4 K, all
measurements result in Tm>1 μs except for 3 at 80 G, where the
magnetic field is not strong enough to suppress spin-spin and
spin-nuclei interactions.[25] The longest Tm of 6.0(3) μs is observed
for 3’ at 1159 G and 3.7 K. The Tm values are comparable with the
long coherence times of spin-1/2 systems such as VOPc[26] and
Y(Cp’)3,
[8g] or of high-spin complexes based on Cr3+ (S=3/2)[24] and
Gd3+ (S=7/2).[20] The analysis is less straightforward, and the
relaxation times are lower, when frozen d8-toluene is employed as
solvent instead of nuclear spin-free CS2 (Figure S3.15). Apart from
the presence of nuclear spins, toluene is also a larger and more
anisotropically shaped solvent molecule, which is likely to present
preferential solvation configurations to accommodate the shape
of the EMFs. In practice, the methyl groups can be expected to
present different typical distances to Eu2+ in different EMFs,
affecting Tm in ways that are not directly related to the Eu binding
site. Finally, the observation of Rabi oscillations in 3 (Figure S3.15)
confirms that coherent manipulation of the spin is feasible to
generate an arbitrary superposition of states within its ground
spin multiplet.
Spin-vibration coupling (SVC)
Motivated by the intriguing empirical relation between vibra-
tional frequencies and the thermal behavior of T1 depicted in
the inset of Figure 3a, we performed further theoretical
investigations of the first three metal-displacing vibrational
modes and their relation to the spin Hamiltonian detailed in
Equation (1) (see Supporting Information 4). The goal here
would be to offer an alternative explanation, independent of
the vibrational energies and instead based on different SVC of
different structures.
We started by combining well-established procedures to
estimate SVC for different vibrational modes:[1,8d,i] we carried out
CASSCF ab initio calculations for 1, 2 and 3 at progressively larger
distortions Q along the first three vibrational modes, which
correspond to x, y, z displacement of the Eu2+ ion (see Figure 4a),
since the other modes do not involve relevant changes in the
Eu2+-cage interaction and are higher in energy. Fitting the
calculated spin sublevel energies to the ZFS Hamiltonian produces
a plot of the dependence of D, E with respect to the different
vibrational distortions Q1-3, leading to a qualitative conclusion that
SVC of 3 seems to be overall reduced (Figure 4b). Based on these
ZFS dependences on Q1-3, the overall SVC strength for each mode
can be also defined[27] (see Supporting Information 4–2) and
calculated as shown in Table S7. This result further manifests the
weaker SVC in 3, which points in the same direction as the
vibrational frequency results. The calculated and experimental D
and E values for four measured compounds at equilibrium
geometries are gathered in Table S9. Considering the extremely
small energy differences involved in the calculations for f7 systems
such as Gd3+, no precisely quantitative agreement with experi-
ment should be expected.[28] In our cases with Eu2+, the calculated
Figure 4. a) Illustration of metal distortions in 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right) along with vibrational mode 1 (x-direction, purple) and 3 (z-direction, yellow)
from the equilibrium position (blue, the mode 2 is along with y-direction, perpendicular to the page). For clarity, the distorted metal sites indicated here are
ten times of the distances of zero-point energies (Qk0, k =1 and 3) according to harmonic-oscillator approximation. b) The changes of ZFS parameters as a
function of displacement for the three metal-displacing vibrational modes for 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). The insets illustrate their binding sites. The solid
lines in b) represent a guide for the eyes. The distortions Qk are normalized by Qk0.
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ZFS parameters are roughly in the same order of magnitude as
experimental ones. Besides, instead of the exact values at the
equilibrium geometry, we are interested in the change of the ZFS
parameters after vibrational distortions, which are varied consis-
tently as shown in Figure 4b.
Moreover, the coupling between vibrational modes and the
idealized acoustic phonons in frozen solution was further probed,
following a recently described methodology.[29] We employed a
minimal set of lattice phonons, which are defined by being (i)
either longitudinal or transverse and (ii) propagating along x, y or
z vectors; these can be easily translated into atomic displacements
and their scalar product with the molecular vibrational modes
serves as an estimate for their interaction and possible coupling
(see Supporting Information 4–3 for details). This analysis showed
that the first three metal-displacing vibrations not only couple the
most to the spin sublevels, but also can effectively facilitate the
energy dissipation towards the thermal bath via the lattice
phonons, making them the dominant factors that govern the spin
relaxation process in this system.
Conclusion and Outlook
We have demonstrated for the first time the Eu(II)-based complex
as a potential spin qubit candidate. More importantly, EMFs of this
4f7 lanthanoid in CS2 solution have been used as ideal and
simplest model systems to understand the spin dynamics of Eu2+
inside these closed-shell carbon cages. In fact, some correlation
between the structure and the spin dynamics can be established
in a series of EMFs (1, 2, 3 and 3’) in which the binding sites on
Eu2+ are varying. One observes that 3 and 3’ with curved
pyracylene binding site exhibit more rigid metal-displacing
vibrations and slower spin relaxations than for 1 and 2. Owing to
the structural features in this family, vibrational frequency normal-
ization of T1 is feasible to produce a surprisingly good overlap
between different compounds for T1 values extending over an
order of magnitude. This experimental observation evidences the
importance of the low energy metal-displacing vibrations and
how the energies track with temperature dependent T1 data, a
concept which should be general for any spin-bath environment
and that supports previous theoretical works.[8a,b] With this general
insight, future advances could aim at the fused-pentagon structure
to hinder the metal-displacing vibrations.[13,30] Given the protected
high-spin state, the rationalized structure-relaxation correlation
and the easy processability of Eu@C2n molecules, these may be
further integrated into sophisticated qubit systems with their spin
states coupled to the superconducting resonators,[31] or manipu-
lated by an external electric field.[32]
Experimental Methods
Synthesis and isolation: Eu@C2n samples were produced using a
modified arc-discharge method. Briefly, the anode graphite rod
filled with Eu2O3/graphite powder with atomic ratio=1 :20 was
evaporated at 90 A under 300 torr helium static atmosphere. The
soot was then refluxed in ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB) under
nitrogen atmosphere for 5 h, and followed by multi-step HPLC
separation to yield pure samples. The detailed process is illustrated
in Supporting Information.
Spectroscopic characterizations: Laser desorption time-of-flight
(LD-TOF) mass spectra were measured by positive-ion mode (TOF/
TOF 5800, AB Sciex). Vis-near-infrared (Vis-NIR) absorption spectra
were measured at room temperature in toluene solution on a
Shimadzu 3100 spectrophotometer. The structures of obtained
Eu@C2n samples were assigned by their absorption spectra
compared with those of reported MII@C2n (M=Eu and Sm)
molecules (see Figure S1.4 and Table S1).
DFT calculations: Geometry optimizations without symmetry
restrictions of Eu@C2n molecules were carried out by Gaussian 09
package[33] using unrestricted hybrid density functional B3LYP with
6–31G(d) basis set for C atoms and Stuttgart-Dresden basis sets
with effective core potential for Eu atoms, where 28 core electrons
are included. Different metal sites, according to XRD structures,
were tested in each case to achieve the most energetically
favorable geometry. All optimized structures were proven by
vibrational analyses to verify that the true local minimum is
reached. Bonding analyses and the delocalization indices of Eu@C2n
were obtained using the Multiwfn program.[34]
EPR measurements: The Eu@C2n samples were dissolved in
deuterated CS2 and d
8-toluene for EPR experiments. CW spectra
were measured on a Bruker Elexsys E580 spectrometer operating in
the X-band (ω=9.47 GHz), whose spectra are simulated by Easy-
Spin toolbox[35] (http://www.easyspin.org/) based on Matlab. Pulsed
EPR data were collected on the same system by a 9.70 GHz cavity.
The low-temperature environment was achieved by Oxford Instru-
ments CF935 and ITC503 temperature controller. The signal of the
pulsed-EPR experiments was collected by integrating the Hahn
echo (π/2-τ-π-τ-echo). The T1 values were measured by the
inversion recovery method (π-T-π/2-τ-π-τ-echo) with 4-step phase
cycling. The Tm values were obtained by increasing the τ value of
Hahn echo sequence with 2-step phase cycling. The π/2 and π
pulse lengths in EDFS, T1 and Tm measurements were 16 and 32 ns,
respectively, with 10 dB attenuation of the microwave power. The
Rabi oscillation experiments were carried out with a standard
sequence (tp   T   π/2   τ   π   τ   echo), where T >5Tm, by 8, 11,
and 14 dB attenuation.
Ab initio calculations: CASSCF calculations were performed within
OpenMOLCAS program package.[36] Scalar relativistic effects were
considered with Douglas–Kroll–Hess transformation using ANO-
RCC-VDZP basis set for all atoms. For the f7 ground state of
molecules at optimized structure and at each distorted geometry,
generated from the three metal-displacing vibrational modes, the
active space consists of seven electrons on the seven f-orbitals of
Eu2+. The molecular orbitals were optimized at the CASSCF level in
a state-average (SA) over 188 doublet, 212 quartet, 48 sextet and
an octet. The wave functions obtained at CASSCF level were then
mixed by spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on all SA components by means
of RASSI approach.
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